Human Mast Cell Development from Hematopoietic Stem Cells in a Connective Tissue-Equivalent Model.
Mast cells (MCs) play critical roles in the pathogenesis of IgE- and non-IgE-mediated immune responses, as well as host defense against parasites, bacteria, and viruses. Due to the effect of extracellular matrix components on tissue morphogenesis and cell behavior, utilizing a tissue model that mimics MC microenvironmental conditions in vivo has greater relevance for in vitro studies. For this work, MCs were developed within a connective tissue-equivalent model and cell function was examined in response to an allergen. MCs are located in proximity to fibroblasts and endothelial cells (ECs) that play a role in MC development and maturity. Accordingly, MC progenitors isolated from human peripheral blood were co-cultured with human primary fibroblasts in a 3D collagen matrix to represent the connective tissue. The matrix was coated with type IV collagen and fibronectin before seeding with primary human ECs, representing the capillary wall. The stem cell-derived cells demonstrated MC characteristics, including typical MC morphology, and the expression of cytoplasmic granules and phenotypic markers. Also, the generated cells released histamine in IgE-mediated reactions, showing typical MC functional phenotype in an immediate-type allergenic response. The created tissue model is applicable to a variety of research studies and allergy testing. Impact Statement Mast cells (MCs) are key effector and immunoregulatory cells in immune disorders; however, their role is not fully understood. Few studies have investigated human ex vivo MCs in culture, due to the difficulties in isolating large numbers. Our study demonstrates, for the first time, the generation of cells exhibiting MC phenotypic and functional characteristics from hematopoietic stem cells within a connective tissue-equivalent model with ancillary cells. Utilizing the 3D matrix-embedded cells can advance our understanding of MC biological profile and immunoregulatory roles. The tissue model can also be used for studying the mechanism of allergic diseases and other inflammatory disorders.